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Abstract

Suicide is a serious problem in every society.001
Understanding life events of a potential patient002
is essential for successful suicide-risk assess-003
ment and prevention. In this work, we focus004
on the Event Detection (ED) task to identify005
event trigger words of suicide-related events in006
public posts of discussion forums. In particu-007
lar, we introduce a new dataset for ED (called008
SuicideED) that features seven suicidal event009
types to comprehensively capture suicide ac-010
tions and ideation, and general risk and pro-011
tective factors. Our experiments with current012
state-of-the-art ED systems suggest that there013
is still room for improvement of ED models014
in this domain. We will publicly release Sui-015
cideED to support future research in this im-016
portant area.017

1 Introduction018

Suicide is a serious and growing problem in our019

society1. The most common procedure for sui-020

cide risk assessment is for clinicians to set up clini-021

cal interviews with potential patients that will pro-022

vide rating scales based on a list of preset ques-023

tions (Ross et al., 2012). However, interviews and024

similar activities require the willingness of poten-025

tial patients to participate. Given the associated026

mental states, such participation can be challeng-027

ing to obtain for patients with high suicidal risks.028

In the meantime, people are increasingly spend-029

ing more of their time on social networks, sharing030

inner thoughts and daily activities. This collec-031

tion of social posts might draw a comprehensive032

picture of the patient’s life that can be used to sup-033

port the diagnosis of suicidal conditions. In fact,034

moderators of some social networks (e.g., Red-035

dit, Reachout) use social posts to monitor suicide036

and apply immediate intervention if necessary. To037

assist with the processing of the large amount of038

posts, there have been a few methods and tools039

1https://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/statistics/suicide

for automatically analyzing online posts to detect 040

suicidal intent (Ji et al., 2018; Shing et al., 2018; 041

Coppersmith et al., 2015; Milne et al., 2016). How- 042

ever, these studies mainly focus on assessing the 043

patients’ susceptibility to suicide and fail to con- 044

sider contributory life events that cause/lead to such 045

conditions. In this paper, we argue that recogniz- 046

ing suicide-related events is also critical to suicide 047

understanding, identification and prevention, and 048

natural language processing (NLP) methods are 049

necessary to support automatic identification of 050

such events from the vast and growing number of 051

social media posts. 052

This work aims to advance the ultimate goal 053

of creating NLP methods for suicide understand- 054

ing by exploring the novel task of Event Detection 055

(ED) for suicide-related events. ED is an impor- 056

tant task in Information Extraction (IE) that aims 057

to identify event trigger words/mentions in the text 058

(Ahn, 2006; Ji and Grishman, 2008). Adapted to 059

our interest in suicide-related events, in the fol- 060

lowing sentences, an ED system should be able to 061

recognize “date” and “have” as trigger words for 062

deteriorated personal relationship events (i.e., risk 063

factors); “wanna”, “have”, and “desirable” as trig- 064

gers for protective factor events, and “depression” 065

as a trigger for a health-related risk factor event: 066

I don’t date anyone and never will. It s a reason why I 067

have no friends and never will. I wanna be funny and have 068

a personality and be desirable but I ’m not that. I know its 069

depression that causes it. 070

The vast majority of advanced methods for ED 071

are based on training deep neural networks on 072

large labeled corpora (Chen et al., 2015). As such, 073

to facilitate ED in suicide prevention research, a 074

key requirement is to have a benchmark dataset to 075

standardize the development and evaluation of ED 076

models. Unfortunately, a large amount of existing 077

suicide-related datasets are protected due to sen- 078

sitive privacy concerns and, thus, fail to support 079

the larger research community (Coppersmith et al., 080
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2015; Vioules et al., 2018; Bhat and Goldman-081

Mellor, 2017). Moreover, these existing datasets082

are created to detect potential suicidal attempts083

based on text classification (Vioules et al., 2018;084

Bhat and Goldman-Mellor, 2017; Shing et al.,085

2018), which does not provide event trigger an-086

notations of suicide-related events for ED.087

To overcome such challenges, this paper intro-088

duces SuicideED, a new dataset for suicidal event089

detection that is manually annotated for seven dis-090

tinct event types to comprehensively character-091

ize suicide-related events regarding actual actions,092

thoughts, and risk and protective factors. To en-093

able data sharing, our dataset is based on pubic094

posts from Reddit where personal information is095

not presented to avoid privacy issues. The Sui-096

cideED dataset is challenging as it involves infor-097

mal texts, and require event factuality and affected098

entity reasoning. Our experiments show that the099

performance of current state-of-the-art ED models100

on SuicideED lags behind their performance on101

other general-purpose ED datasets, thus calling for102

more research effort for suicide-specific ED. To fa-103

cilitate future research in this area, SuicideED will104

be released publicly for the research community.105

2 Annotation106

The documents for SuicideED are collected out107

of publicly available posts from reddit.com. In108

particular, we focus on three subreddits (subgroups)109

that contain a high percentage of suicide-related110

posts: r/SuicideWatch, r/depression,111

and r/mentalhealth. Each original post is112

considered as a separate document and only posts113

with more than 50 words are kept to increase the114

probability of an event being present.115

Event Types: An important, previously unex-116

plored, question is what constitutes relevant events117

that can provide useful insights for clinicians to118

better understand and recognize suicide-related in-119

cidents. Accordingly, we consult specialized litera-120

ture related to suicidal-behavior identification and121

treatment (Gutierrez, 2006; de Ruiter and Nicholls,122

2011; O’Connor et al., 2013) to define the event123

categories for our dataset. As such, we design the124

event types to be exclusive to avoid type overlap-125

ping, and sufficiently comprehensive to cover rel-126

evant/impactful suicide-related events in the data.127

Eventually, we select the following seven event128

types that capture suicide-related actions, thoughts,129

and risk/protective factors.130

The first two event types are concerned with 131

statements to indicate suicidal attempts or inten- 132

tions. In particular, the ACTION event type is 133

dedicated to the direct expressions for actual sui- 134

cidal attempts/actions, e.g., “I’ve started cutting 135

myself again”2. In contrast, the second event type, 136

IDEATION, represents suicidal inner thoughts, 137

feelings, or desires, where no real action present, 138

e.g., “I’m going to kill myself soon”. These two 139

types directly integrate factuality differentiation 140

into the event types to better address the uniqueness 141

of the data where hypothetical events are prevalent 142

and understanding the factuality of events is critical 143

to suicide intervention and prevention. 144

The second group of event types focuses on ex- 145

ternal events that increase a subject’s susceptibil- 146

ity to suicidal behaviours, i.e., risk factors (RF) 147

(Gutierrez, 2006). Given the diverse nature of RF, 148

four event types are proposed. RF-LIFE events 149

include mentions of a death of a close/loved entity, 150

e.g., “My dog just died”. RF-RELATIONSHIP 151

concerns events related to social isolation, family 152

breakdowns, or any mention of deteriorated inter- 153

personal relationship, e.g., “My dad kicked me out 154

of the house”. Events for RF-HEALTH cover men- 155

tions of physical diseases, mental illness, and be- 156

haviors that directly affect the subject’s health, e.g., 157

“I feel depressed”. Finally, RF-OTHER incorpo- 158

rates every other RF event that cannot be assigned 159

to life, relationship, or health issues but still qual- 160

ify as RF, including financial issues, chronic abuse, 161

and general quality-of-life problems. 162

The final type, PROTECTIVE, captures events 163

that drive an individual towards a better mental- 164

health state, involving a broad range of positive 165

activities, such as receiving effective medication 166

or being motivated by social connections, e.g., 167

“The medication seems to be helping”. A detailed 168

description and representative examples for each 169

event type are presented in Appendix C. 170

Annotation: Given the event types, an annota- 171

tion job posting is created on upwork.com and 172

seven freelance annotators with previous experi- 173

ence in mental health and psychology, such as 174

physicians and psychology graduates, are recruited. 175

They are provided with a comprehensive guide- 176

line document with thorough annotation instruc- 177

tions and numerous detailed examples for train- 178

ing. The annotators are instructed to select a sin- 179

gle word for each event trigger (i.e., the most im- 180

2In our examples, event trigger words are highlighted.
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Train Dev Test
#Event triggers 33,055 1,925 1,998
#Documents 2,214 130 109
#Sentences 20,677 1,178 1,176
#Words 378,435 20,301 21,541

Table 1: Data statistics for SuicideED.

Label Count
RF-OTHER 15,343
PROTECTIVE 7,389
IDEATION 6,645
RF-RELATION 3,890
RF-HEALTH 2,408
ACTION 1,084
RF-LIFE 219

Table 2: Label distribution of SuicideED.

portant) that clearly evokes the event, following181

the practices of prior ED work (Nguyen and Gr-182

ishman, 2015). Overall, we annotate 2,300 doc-183

uments for the seven event types from which the184

proportions of documents taken from the subred-185

dits r/SuicideWatch, r/depression, and186

r/mentalhealth are 50%, 30%, and 20%, re-187

spectively. 20% of the documents are selected for188

co-annotation, leading to a Fleiss’ Kappa score189

of 0.8 (i.e., close to the almost perfect agreement190

range of [0.81− 1.0]). The remaining 80% of doc-191

uments are distributed to the annotators for indi-192

vidual annotation. To facilitate future research,193

we divide SuicideED into three different portions194

for training, test, and development data. Table 1195

presents some statistics for different data portions196

while Table 2 shows the event type distribution.197

3 Dataset Challenges198

Compared to existing ED datasets, e.g., ACE-05199

(Walker et al., 2006), MAVEN (Wang et al., 2020),200

and CySecED (Trong et al., 2020), our dataset Sui-201

cideED features at least three unique challenges202

for ED models. First, as its documents are ob-203

tained from Reddit posts, SuicideED involves texts204

where informal words (e.g., “wanna”, “gonna”)205

are prevalent, sentences might not follow well-206

structured grammar rules, and first-person point207

of view is the main writing style. This is in con-208

trast to existing ED datasets where documents are209

often retrieved from news or reports with formal210

and well-structured texts. Second, in addition to211

the relevance to suicide, the event types in Sui-212

cideED sometimes require models to simultane-213

ously consider event factuality to accurately deter-214

mine the types. This is clear for differentiating 215

ACTION and IDEATION where the key distinc- 216

tion concerns event factuality. Another example 217

involves the potential confusions between PRO- 218

TECTIVE and RF where different event factual- 219

ity might lead to different event types for the sim- 220

ilar expressions. For instance, in the sentence “I 221

have a lot of friends”, the event trigger “have”, 222

belongs to the PROTECTIVE type given that 223

it reveals a positive environment for the subject. 224

On the contrary, in the sentence “I had a lot of 225

friends”, the trigger “had” should be considered as 226

a RF-RELATIONSHIP type as it might instead 227

imply current deteriorated social connections. Last 228

but not least, the event type determination in Sui- 229

cideED also necessitates appropriate identification 230

of the entity that should be considered for the effect 231

of an event. For instance, in the sentence “My sis- 232

ter killed herself.”, the trigger word “killed” should 233

have the ACTION type if the entity of considera- 234

tion is “sister”. However, if we consider the event 235

from the point of view of the poster/speaker, “killed” 236

should be a RF-LIFE event. In SuicideED, the an- 237

notators are instructed to take the first person point 238

of view (i.e., the poster) in the annotation decision. 239

As such, ED models are expected to learn this fea- 240

ture from the data to achieve good performance. 241

Finally, Figure 1 illustrates the ambiguity of the 242

event triggers in SuicideED by presenting the label 243

distribution of the top 5 most frequent event trigger 244

words. As can be seen, there is no particular domi- 245

nant label for even the most frequent words. Hence, 246

a ED model must effectively capture surrounding 247

context of triggers to perform classification. 248

0 20 40 60 80 100

do

get
had

think

wish

PercentageACTION IDEATION PROTECTIVE
RF-HEALTH RF-LIFE RF-RELATION
RF-OTHER Non-Eventive

Figure 1: Label distribution of common trigger words.

4 Experiments 249

To assess the complexity of the ED task in Sui- 250

cideED, we evaluate the performance of the fol- 251

lowing state-of-the-art ED models: CNN: a con- 252
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volutional neural network for ED (Nguyen and253

Grishman, 2015); DMBERT: a dynamic multi-254

pooling model based on BERT (Wang et al.,255

2019); BERTED: a BERT-based model augmented256

with multi-layer perception (Yang et al., 2019);257

BERTGCN: a graph convolutional network (GCN)258

based on dependency trees (Nguyen and Grishman,259

2018); GatedGCN: a GCN model using BERT and260

trigger-aware gating mechanism (Lai et al., 2020);261

and EEGCN: a GCN model that exploits syntactic262

structure and typed dependency information (Cui263

et al., 2020). All of the models leverage pre-trained264

BERT model to obtain representation vectors. The265

hyperparameters of the models are fine-tuned over266

the development data; a reproducibility checklist is267

presented in Appendix A. Finally, we further fine-268

tune the pre-trained BERT model over unlabeled269

Reddit posts (i.e., about 40K posts) using masked270

language modeling (Devlin et al., 2019). We report271

the model performance when the fine-tuned BERT272

replaces the original pre-trained BERT to explore273

the effectiveness of domain customization of BERT274

for the informal texts in Reddit.275

Model BERT-base-cased Finetuned BERT
P R F P R F

CNN 47.5 44.9 46.2 48.6 46.7 47.6
DMBERT 51.7 62.1 56.4 52.1 64.1 57.5
BERTED 47.8 66.3 55.5 48.8 65.3 55.8
BERTGCN 56.0 61.9 58.8 55.5 63.5 59.2
GatedGCN 54.6 64.1 59.0 54.2 65.1 59.2
EEGCN 54.6 65.5 59.5 53.7 66.7 59.5

Table 3: Performance of the models on the SuicideED
test set using BERT and finetuned BERT embeddings.

Table 3 presents the performance of the models276

the SuicideED test set. The first observation is that277

fine-tuning BERT over Reddit posts can further im-278

prove the performance of the ED models although279

this is less pronounced for recent advanced ED280

models, i.e., GatedGCN and EEGCN. Second, the281

performance of the graph-based models (e.g., Gat-282

edGCN and EEGCN) is significantly better than283

those for non-graph-based models (i.e., CNN, DM-284

BERT, and BERTED). As such, despite the infor-285

mal nature of texts that can hinder the performance286

for dependency parsing, dependency trees are still287

helpful for the representation learning of ED mod-288

els in SuicideED. Finally and most importantly,289

we find that the performance of existing ED mod-290

els on SuicideED is substantially worse than the291

typical performance of such models on prior ED292

datasets (e.g., 77.6% on ACE-05 with GatedGCN293

and EEGCN) (Lai et al., 2020). It thus suggests the 294

unique challenges of SuicideED for ED models and 295

highlight the need for further research to improve 296

ED for suicide-related events. Finally, we provide 297

a statement for ethical issues in the fifth page. 298

5 Related Work 299

Suicide detection and prevention using NLP meth- 300

ods has caught the attention of many researchers. 301

Due to the privacy restrictions associated with 302

clinical databases, researchers have used publicly- 303

available data from social media with manual an- 304

notations for recognizable signals of mental health 305

issues (Coppersmith et al., 2015; Shing et al., 2018). 306

The majority of methods, however, focus on detect- 307

ing suicidal attempts or accessing suicide propen- 308

sity of users based on social media posts (Cop- 309

persmith et al., 2015; Bhat and Goldman-Mellor, 310

2017; Shing et al., 2018; Zirikly et al., 2019). As 311

such, these prior work has only relied the setting 312

of overall text classification that fails to explore 313

fine-grained analysis/classification at word level to 314

reveal suicide-related events as we do. 315

Prior research effort for ED has introduced var- 316

ious methods for this problem, including feature 317

engineering (Ahn, 2006; Ji and Grishman, 2008; 318

Li et al., 2013) and deep learning (Chen et al., 319

2015; Wang et al., 2019; Cui et al., 2020) mod- 320

els. However, such prior work mainly utilizes the 321

ED datasets with general event types and formal 322

texts, i.e., ACE-05 (Walker et al., 2006), that might 323

not be helpful for specific domains. Recently, there 324

have been some effort on creating new datasets for 325

ED in more specific domains, including biomedical 326

texts (Kim et al., 2009), literary texts (Sims et al., 327

2019), and cybersecurity texts (Satyapanich et al., 328

2020). However, none of existing ED datasets ex- 329

plore suicide-related events in social media texts. 330

6 Conclusion 331

We present SuicideED, the first dataset focused on 332

the event detection task for suicide-related events. 333

SuicideED is manually annotated for 7 event types 334

and provides enough training examples to develop 335

large-scale deep learning models. We perform ex- 336

tensive evaluations of state-of-the-art ED models to 337

demonstrate the challenges of the dataset and call 338

for further effort to improve performance. In the fu- 339

ture, we plan to extend SuicideED to annotate event 340

arguments and other event properties better support 341

event analysis and understanding for suicide. 342
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7 Statement of Ethics and Human343

Subject Research344

Working with sensitive data such as mental health345

information from human subjects requires taking346

special care. This becomes particularly relevant347

in this case as our main objective is to provide a348

dataset for general public use. Benton et al. (2017)349

discuss, however, that research with human sub-350

jects information is exempted from the required351

full Institutional Review Board (IRB) review if the352

data is already available from public sources or if353

the identity of the subjects cannot be recovered.354

By design, Reddit is a platform where users re-355

main anonymous and make their posts available to356

the general public. Nonetheless, additional privacy357

measures were taken by removing any username358

mentions from the documents as they can some-359

times include identifiable information. Further-360

more, unlike previous works where the main objec-361

tive is to assess suicidal risk at the user level (Cop-362

persmith et al., 2015; Bhat and Goldman-Mellor,363

2017; Shing et al., 2018; Zirikly et al., 2019), this364

work focuses on sentence-level ED. As such, our365

dataset does not include any user-level information366

that could be used to identify individual subjects.367

Hence, this work is considered exempt from review368

by our University’s IRB as the documents used are369

already publicly available and the original posters370

are impossible to identify.371

Minimizing impact on the annotators: All372

prospective annotators were informed beforehand373

about the nature of the related text material and374

were made aware of its potential impact on their375

mental health. All chosen annotators had back-376

ground knowledge/training on the subject at hand377

and were either clinicians or psychology gradu-378

ates. Any candidates who reported suffering from,379

or having a history of, mental health-related issues380

were not considered out of concern for their health.381
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A Reproducibility checklist536

• Dataset: The statistics of the created537

dataset SuicideED (including train-538

ing/development/test portions) and the539

annotation process are presented in Section540

2. The dataset is included in the submission.541

We will publicly release the dataset upon542

the acceptance of the paper. A URL to the543

publishing site will be included in the paper.544

• Source code with the specification of all545

dependencies, including external libraries:546

We will publicly release the code to run the547

models upon the acceptance of the paper.548

• Description of computing infrastructure549

used: All the experiments were run on a ma-550

chine with 2 Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 CPUs,551

128GB of RAM, and 4 NVIDIA RTX 2080552

Ti GPUs with 11GB RAM. We only train the553

models with one GPU. The amount of GPU554

memory for each run ranges from 5 to 7 GB,555

depending on the models being used.556

• Average runtime for each approach: We557

train the models for 100 epochs; each takes558

approximately 2 minutes. The best epoch is559

chosen based on the performance on the de-560

velopment set.561

• Number of parameters in the model: Ev-562

ery model uses the pre-trained BERT model563

with non-trainable 110M parameters. The564

CNN, DMBERT, BERTED, BERTGCN, Gat-565

edGCN, EEGCN models have additional 20M,566

250K, 80K, 10M, 10M, and 8M trainable pa-567

rameters, respectively.568

• Explanation of evaluation metrics used,569

with links to code: Follow prior work in ED570

(Nguyen and Grishman, 2015; Chen et al.,571

2015), we use the precision, recall, and F1572

scores for performance metrics.573

• Hyperparameter bounds and configura-574

tions for best-performing models: We use575

the bert-base-cased version of BERT in all the576

considered models (Devlin et al., 2019). To577

obtain the representation vector for a trigger578

word candidate in a sentence, the hidden vec-579

tors of 12 layers of BERT are concatenated.580

We fine-tune the hyper-parameters for the581

models in this work over the development data582

of SuicideED. As such, to train the models, 583

we use the Adam optimizer with the learning 584

rate of 2e− 5 (searched in the range of {2e− 585

5, 3e−5, 4e−5, 5e−5}) and batch size of 128 586

(searched in the range of {32, 64, 128, 256}). 587

For the CNN model, we use 4 kernel sizes 588

of 2, 3, 4, 5, each with 150 filters (searched 589

in the range {100, 150, 200, 250, 300}. The 590

BERTGCN, GatedGCN, EEGCN models em- 591

ploy two GCN layers (searched in the range 592

{2, 3, 4, 5}), each with 256 hidden units 593

(searched in the range {128, 256, 512}). The 594

edge embedding size of the EEGCN model is 595

set to 50. Finally, we use two layers for all the 596

feed-forward neural networks in the models 597

with 256 hidden units in the layers (searched 598

in the range {128, 256, 512}). 599

B Topic Modeling 600

To better understand the topics related to suicide 601

in the SuicideED dataset, we run a topic mod- 602

eling analysis using Latent Dirichlet Allocation 603

(LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) over the documents in 604

the dataset. We extract ten topics from the anal- 605

ysis and present their words in Table 4. English 606

stop-words, the least (p < 0.01), and most frequent 607

words (p > 0.2) were removed in the analysis. In- 608

terestingly, it can be observed that posts can be 609

summarized into 3 main categories: school (2, 8), 610

work (5, 9, 10), and family (3, 4, 6, 7), which 611

somehow reflects the sources of mental issues. 612

# Words
1 hate, thoughts, point, stop, care, say, worse, living
2 wish, hate, worse, try, year, shit, school, thoughts
3 world, parents, suicidal, right, bad, point, person
4 tell, love, tired, days, person, doing, death, mom
5 pain, real, tried, need, maybe, work, hurt, tired, talk
6 care, told, tired, said, parents, bad, need, leave, right
7 care, matter, getting, days, actually, feels, parents
8 got, school, said, talk, doing, self, love, mental, work
9 job, happy, got, year, love, hate, try, told, money

10 love, shit, job, work, suicidal, night, pain, right, year

Table 4: Topic models with LDA

C Annotation Guideline 613

Table 5 and 6 present a detailed description of event 614

types and examples for each event type in our Sui- 615

cideED dataset. 616
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Type Description Examples

A
C

T
IO

N

This category includes any event of an
individual engaging in actions that
bring them closer to dying by suicide.
These include any previous suicide
attempts, preparatory acts towards a
future attempt, or self-inflicted
violence. When annotating this type of
event, it is important that an actual
action takes place and that it goes
beyond verbalization or intent. As such,
sentences containing these events
mainly talk about the past or ongoing
situations.

A previous suicide attempt is a self-inflicted, poten-
tially injurious behavior with an intent to die as a
result.

I tried to kill myself last night.
A preparatory act consists of any acts of preparation
toward making a suicide attempt. Must be beyond
verbalization or thought such as assembling a method
(e.g. buying a gun, collecting pills) or preparing for
death (e.g. writing a suicide note and a will).

Just looked online for the quickest way
I left a note for my parents

Self-inflicted violence includes self-directed, harmful
behaviors that do not have a clear intent to die as a
result.

I’ve started cutting myself again

ID
E

A
T

IO
N

These events focus on expressing
thoughts and feelings but no actual
action is present. These, however, are
not related to actions such as
preparatory acts and, instead, refer to
verbalizations of inner feelings/desires.

It includes passive thoughts about wanting to be dead:
I wish I was dead

And, active thoughts about killing oneself.
I am going to kill myself soon

PR
O

T
E

C
T

IV
E

These events are related to capacities,
qualities, environmental and personal
resources that increase resilience; drive
an individual toward growth, stability,
health, and/or an increase in coping
with different life events. For this
category, please annotate any sentence
that showcases a positive impact on an
individual. These can be verbalizations
of self-worth and willingness to get
better, access to medical resources,
positive personal relationships, positive
cultural beliefs, etc.

Access to effective behavioral health care and medi-
cation:

My therapist says that I should talk more.
The medication seems to be helping.

Connectedness to individuals, family, community,
and social institutions:

At least my friends are there for me
Life skills (including problem-solving skills and cop-
ing skills, ability to adapt to change):

I’ve always been good at helping people
Self-esteem and a sense of purpose or meaning in
life:

My life is much better than many people.
Expressing a willingness to improve:

I really want to get better.
I wanna be funny and outgoing.

Cultural, religious, or personal beliefs that discourage
suicide:

I know God disapproves of what I’m thinking.

Table 5: Event types with their descriptions and examples in the SuicideED dataset. Event trigger words are shown
in bold. Continued in Table 6

.
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Type Description Examples

R
F

-L
IF

E This risk factor event is easy to identify as a
loss of life of a both human an non-human
entities. The loss of life might be explicitly or
implicitly expressed.

Loss of a relative, explicitly expressed:
After my brother killed himself...

Loss of a relative, implicitly expressed:
My grandma has been gone for years now.

Loss of a pet friend:
My dog just died, he was my only real

friend.

R
F

-R
E

L
A

T
IO

N
SH

IP These include events such as social isolation,
family breakdowns, divorce, etc. Include in
this category all events that show a loss of
connection with other people. These can be
both verbalization of feelings of isolation or
actual incidents of loss of an interpersonal
relationship such as a break-up or argument
with another individual.

Social isolation:
I don’t have anyone to talk to.

Family breakdown:
My dad just kicked me out of the house.

Divorce:
After my divorce, I started drinking

R
F

-H
E

A
LT

H

These include events such as social isolation,
family breakdowns, divorce, etc. Include in
this category all events that show a loss of
connection with other people. These can be
both verbalization of feelings of isolation or
actual incidents of loss of an interpersonal
relationship such as a break-up or argument
with another individual.

Mental disease/disorder such as depression,
PTSD:

Can’t deal with my depression right now.
I’ve been diagnosed with BPD.

Chronic or long-term disease, pain, and dis-
ability:

I’m just giving into my eating disorder.
Recently, my diabetes has been acting up.

Misuse and abuse of alcohol or other drugs:
I’ve been drinking a lot lately

R
F

-O
T

H
E

R

These events include all other risk factors that
do not fall into the LIFE, RELATIONSHIP, or
HEALTH categories. As such, these can be
events of very diverse natures such as
financial issues, chronic abuse, discrimination,
or general quality of life problems.

Financial hardship:
Can’t afford to pay rent anymore...

Prison:
I can’t go back to jail now.

Job loss:
Lost my job today.

Discrimination
They tease me in school cause I’m gay

Table 6: Event types with their descriptions and examples in the SuicideED dataset. Event trigger words are shown
in bold.
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